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   Abstract-The loss-per-cycle versus magnetizing frequency characteristic of
grain-oriented silicon-iron tape-wound cores with various demagnetizing frequency and

magnetizing conditions is analysed by using a model for dynamic domain size
variation which results in a minimum value for total energy. The optimum tape
thickness, at which the iron loss is minimum , is also calculated using a wall-pinning

model.

2a domain-wall spacing (cm)
d tape thickness (cm)
f magnetizing frequency (Hz)
fdem demagnetizirig frequency (Hz)

n odd integer
y. maximum surface displacement of domain wall (cm)
B. peak flux density
Bs saturation flux density
Lmean mean length of a bowing domain wall over a cycle (cm)
Ms saturation magnetization
We eddy-current loss
Wh hysteresis loss
Wi iron loss
em mean energy per unit area of a bowing domain wall over a cycle
         (ergs / cm2)

pt quasi-static permeability asa function of peak flux density

/ttA,v LtiA in the case of "voltage excitation"
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stdc stA in the case of ""current excitation"

p resistivity (emu)
to angular frequency (rad/s)
ca' magnetic pole desity at grain boundaries
2' summation over odd integers

1. INTRODUCTION
   The discrepancybetween the total measured power loss and the sum of the static

hysteresis loss and classical eddy-current loss has been termed the anomalous loss in

grain-oriented silicon-iron and is, in present day material, responsible for large part of

the total loss. The increasing importance of the anomalous loss has been due to two

major causes, namely, improvements in the material, which decreased the static
hysteresis loss, and a greater knowledge of the shape of the loss-per-cycle against

frequency characteristic.
    It has been pointed out by Williams, Shockley, and Kittel [1](1950), that the

anomalous loss could in principle be accounted for if the domain structure was
considered in the loss calculation. Pry and Bean[2](1958) calculated the relationship

between the eddy current loss against various ratio of domain spacing to sheet
thickness by using a model consists of equal width, planar 1800 domain walls
oscillating at equilibrium positions. Lee [3] (1960) also analysed the eddy current

loss as a function of arbitrary dynamic domain size, exciting frequency, and the
amplitude of small sinusoidal field by using a model consists of constant permeability,

equal width 1800 walls which are bowed by high-frequency field. In later experi-
ments [4,5,6], the decreasing of average dynamic domain size with increasing
magnetization frequency and /or peak flux density in a 30/o Si-Fe single crystal was

observed by using Kerr magneto-optic effect, although the reason for this was not

apparent.

    The mechanism of dynamic domain size variation is analysed by Haller and
Kramer [7] (1970)and Sharp and Horner [8] (1973)for 30/o Si-Fe single crystals.
Haller and Kramer accurately predicted their experimental result, such that the
average domain width is found to vary with frequency as (f)mi'2and with peak flux

density as (B.)-i above a threshold frequency and above a threshold flux density
respectively in a rectangular single-crystal specimen of an 30/o Si-Fe alloy, by an

application of the principle of minimum entropy production, However,the domain
spacing, constant in region below a threshold frequency in experiment, goes to infinity

as f approaches zero. Sharp and Horner explained the low frequency observations of

Haller and Krarner [5] by computer analysis using the principle of minimization of

total free energy, the sum of domain-wall energy which includes a frequency
dependent term to account for domain wall bowing due to Lee's expression for the
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wall profile with relevant assumptions of infinitesimal wall displacement and zero wall

energy ingnored, and magnetoelastic energyof the static case. The main limitations

of their theory are following;

  (1) only valid for small wall displacements due to the assumption of constant
    permeability, and then the discrepancy between the cases of so-called ttvoltage

    excitation" and t'current excitation" cannot be explained,

  (2) domain spacing after ac demagnetization, 2ao, cannot be decided from the
    energy minimization approach, since the value of magnetoelastic constant is
    assumed as a function of 2ao.
    In the present paper, the characteristics of the dynanic domain size variation

regarding magnetizing frequency, demagnetizing frequency, peak flux density, and tape

thickness in the cases of tCvoltage excitation" and t'current excitation" in grain-oriented

30/. Si-Fe tape wound cores are quantitatively analysed using the principle of

minimization of total energy, the sum of domain-wall energy which is same in
mathematical form as the result of Sharp and Horner [8]excepting the nonlinear
permeability and magnetostatic energy at the boundaries of misaligned grains. And
then the eddy-current losses under ttvoltage excitation" and ttcurrent excitation" versus

magnetizing frequency, peak flux density, and demagnetizing frequency are calculated

by using the results of the theoretical variation of dynamic domain size. These

calculated values due to a digital computer are compared with the experimental
results. The optimal tape thickness, at which the value of iron loss is minimum, is

also derived using the calculated results of eddy-currnt loss and a model for hysteresis

loss due to wall pinning.

2. FREE ENERGY COMPONENTS
    The optimal domain size in a grain-oriented tape is that which leads to a
minimum value for the sum of the free energies associated with the grain structures

and the domain walls. Goodenough[9](1954) has concluded that the surface density
of magnetic poles at the grain boundaries to' is the most common source of domain

nucleation energy in polycrystalline material, especially in that with large crystalline

anisotropy such as Si-Fe tapes. It is difficult to calculate the magnetostatic energy

of the dynamic domain pattern because the walls are not plane but are continually
varying in profile. To simplify the analysis this energy component is approximated

as for the static case. The magnetostatic energy per unit surface, E.., of a infinite

crystal surface which is divided with equal width 180" domains has been expressed [

10 ] as,

        Emso=1.704M2s 2a (ergs /cm2)
where Ms and 2a are saturation magnetization and domain spacing.
    This may be rewritten for unit volume of tapes, in which the number of grain

boundaries is 1/L(L:rnean grain length in the rolling direction), to take account
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of surface pole density at planar grain boundaries as,

       Ems=1.704 S 2aM2, (1-cosip)2/L (1)
where Åë is the average angle of the magnetization vectors in the domains apart from

the rolling direction and S is assumed as a parameter relating to the effect of spike

domains, as shown in Fig.1, which will reduce the value of surface pole density and

the effect of finiteness of the area of a grain boundary which reduces the value of

the demagnetizing factor in the rolling direction.
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   The average 1800 domain-wall energy per unit volume over a cycle, E. is derived

relating to a domain model as shown in Fig.2 in the same manner as the result of

Sharp and Horner [8] which is relating to Polivanov's domain model;

       Ew=enJJmean/2ad (2)where em and Lmean are mean energy per unit area of a bowing wall over a cycle

and mean length of a bowing wall over a cycle respectively.

Lmean=
"f-igt,2,f,n[1+y2.(ÅqdZEi\L!Åí)coso+!dZ!llX-Z(.)sino)2]"2do

                           e= tu t
ym=(adBm/Bs)/F
F=f.d:, (P2(z)+ Q2(z))i'2dz

                . (3)P(z) :1-64e2 72iZ'A(z, n)/n
               n=1
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            ooQ(z)=166 72'A(z, n) tanh(nrr7)
            n=1
A(z, n)=Å}cos(nng/d)/n( n2tanh2(nrr 7)+16e2 72)

where 7==a/d, g=topmd2/p, and B./B. is the normalized peak flux density.
   The quasi-static permeability, ptd, has been assumed constant in [8], but the

value of ptd is, in practice, a function of peak flux density. We represent, in this

paper, the quasi-static permeability as a function of peak flux density by using a

method of a describing function, which is frequently well known as an effective
approach in dealing with nonlinear systems with ac excitation, for an approximated

BH initial magnetization curves as shown in Fig.3 as illustrated in Fig.4(see
Appendix1). The solid line is the quasi-static permeability in the case of B=B.

sintot (voltage excitation), and the broken line is that in the case of H=
H.sintut (current excitation)
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3. ENERGY MINIMIZATION
   The total spacing-dependent energy of the domain structure of Fig.1 and Fig.

2 can be written as
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The total energy Et cannot be easily minimized by analytic means, since the mean
wall length Lm.a. is a complex function of the domain-wall spacing. A numerical

method was therefore adopted. The calculation of the summations involved the
evaluation of the first 100 terms, and the calculation of the three times integrations

in equation (3) are due to Gduss' method (see Appendix 2).

4. DYNAMIC-DOMAIN SPACING
    The theoretical curves from the numerical calculations are illustrated in Fig.5,

Fig.6, and Fig.7. The numerical values used in the calculations are shown in Table

Table 1.

Bs 1.7Å~10` gausses
d O.Ol cmp 4.5Å~10` emu
em 2.0 ergs/cm2
95 3e

1. The initial states at f==O and Bm/Bs=O in Fig 5 and Fig. 6 respectively are given

as that the tape with 10mm width and O.lmm thickness is reset in saturation and
then is demagnetized with dc field, Since only one or two walls may exist in the
tape after dc demagnetization in the same manner as observed ina long 30/o Si-Fe

single crystal [6], the value of 2a/d is 50 at the initial state.
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    It is found that the ratio of the domain spacing to the tape thickness decreases

with the magnetizing frequency, the peak flux density, and the tape thickness for the

both of "voltage excitation(soiid lines)" and "current excitation(broken lines)". The

values of 2a/d for "voltage excitation" are smaller than that for "current excitation".

In ac demagnetizing process, 2a/d may vary from the point p to the point p' for
30 Hz and from the point q to the point q' for 60 Hz as shown in Fig.6 since
the total number of walls, nucleated with nearly saturated peak flux density, may be

maintained as far as no domain-wall conjunction occurs. Then 2a/d varies along the

curve p'-Årp"-Årq for the tape which is previously ac demagnetized with 30 Hz and

then magnetized with 60 Hz.

   Then the characteristics of 2a/d versus f, B./B., and are expressed in the
following mathematical forms by logarithmic-logarithmic plotting the results of Fig.5,

Fig. 6, and Fig. 7;

       2a/d==o.s4 (f)-O'`5-(B./B.)'O'90 d-O'9 for B=B. sina)t (s)
       2a/d=o.4s (f)-O'`O(B./B.)-O'95 d'O'9 for H=H. sintot (6)

we put B./B.=O.9 in equations (s) and (6) for ac demagnetized states.

s. IRON LOSSES FOR VARIOUS DEMAGNETIZING FREQUENCIES AND
    MAGNETIZING CONDITIONS
   We now exptess the iron losses of a 30%) Si-Fe tape-wound core as the sum of
the measured hysteresis losses and the calculated eddy-current losses. The hysteresis

loss is obtained by integrating the area of a measured quasi-static BH loop using a

planimeter. Fig.8 and Fig.9 show the experimental results of the hysteresis loss
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versus demagnetizing frequencies, fd..,'. It is found that the hysteresis loss is
minimum at fd,.=600 Hz. The variation of the hysteresis loss with fd,. is
considered due to the variation of the number of spike domains at grain boundaries
because the incremental permeability of quasi-static BH loop is nearly independent of

fdem•
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    The eddy-current loss per cycle in the tape of Fig.2 is expressed in the following

equation [3] ,

4e=X,ii%4fM2 ;.ln3tanh(nn;)+16n6272 (7)

and is numerically calculated by substituting the values of #A and 7 from Fig.4 and

equations (5) and (6) respectively into equation (7).

    Fig. 10 shows the influence of demagnetizing frequency on the iron loss per cycle

versus magnetizing frequency in a 30% Si-Fe tape-wound core (70 mm-outer diameter,

55mm-inner diameter, 10mm-tape width, and O.lmm-tape thickness) with"current
excitation". The solid lines and the broken lines are theoretical values for previously

dc demagnetized and ac demagnetized(fd..=f)states, respectively. The chainedlines

are theoretical values for previously demagnetized state with fd..=600 Hz, at which

the hysteresis loss is minimum. The experimental values, measured the area of
dynamic BH loops using a planimeter, for each demagnetized state are almost in
agreement with the theoretical values. These lines are expressed in the following

mathematical forms,
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     W./f=O.22 fO'5 (Bm /Bs)2di'' fOr fdem=f and fdem=600 Hz (8)

     W./f=O.21 fO•5 (B./B,)i•2d'•i for dc demagnetized state (g)

   Fig.11 shows the influence of magnetiziing conditions on the iron loss per cycle

versus magnetizing frequency in the core with fdem=f. The soilid lines and broken
lines are theoretical values for CCvoltage excitation" and Ctcurrent excitation" respecti-

vely. The order of the magnitude of the both lines is in agreement with the
experimental results.
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6. 0PTIMAL TAPE THICKNESS
   Sharp and Overshott [11] (1973)have experimentally clarified the existence of

optimum sample thickness of between O.19mm and O.25mm at 40 Hz, below which
the iron losses rise rapidly.

   We now assume the hysteresis for BH major loop as follows by approximating
the shape of the loop as rectangular,

The coercive force has been expressed by Rodbel} and Bean [12] (1956) using a
wall-pinning model as

        H, =Hent+e/M.d (g)
where Hci"' and e are internal coercive force and wall energy density respectively.

The hysteresis loss is therefore inversely proportional to the tape thickness. Then the

total loss versus tape thickness in a 302() Si-Fe tape-wound core is calculated as shown

in Fig.12. It is found that the optimum tape thickness, at which iron loss is
minimum, decreases with increasing magnetizing frequenncy and exists between O.1
       smm and O.2mm at power frequencies.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
    1. The nonlinearity of the characteristics of the iron loss per cycle versus
frequency (anomalous loss) is analysed by using a model for dynamic domain-spacing
variation.

    2. The ratio of the dynamic domain spacing to the tape thickness, the value
of which is smaller at t{voltage excitation" than at (tcurrent excitation", decreases with

magnetizing frequency, peak flux density, and tape thickness.

    3. The hysteresis loss is minimum at 600 Hz demagnetizing frequency in
experiment.

    4. The theoretical values for the influence of various demagnetizing frequency

on iron-loss-per-cycle versus magnetizing frequency are in agreement with the
experimental results.

    5. The influence of magnetizing conditions on iron-loss-per-cycle versus magne-

tizing frequency is also calculated by using a model for domain-wall dynamics with

a permeability as a function of peak flux density.

   6. The optimum tape thickness between O.lmm and O.2mm for power frequ-
encies, at which the iron loss is minimum, is calculated by using a model for wall
pinning.
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                              APPENDIX 1
permeability as a function of B./B, due to the describing function :

(a) H=H. sincot
  pt,,= rr/UH,. [4H. (cosÅë,-cosip,) (b)u.B,-]'?gS.i/"to[t4H, (1-.,,ip)

              +Hm (2Åëo-sin2Åër+sin2Åëo) +2 (2Hr-Br/pts) COSip

                   4 +Bm (2di-sin2cb)
              + (B r-pt sH r)COSÅër /Ud                  pt d
              + ltS Hm(rr-2Åër+sm2Åër)] +JBu.M (rr-2ip) ]
                  Pd
 where, Åëo =sin-' (H./H.) Åër=sin'i (H,/H.) where ip=sin" (B./B.)

        Hr==Ho+Br/ptd
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